







The ongoing financial crisis motivates a review of international policy coordination
among relevant parties and of the role of the IMF in financial stability.  The debate on
this issue evolved and peaked around the mid-80’s, and waned afterwards.  There seems
to have so far been no definite conclusion about either the need of, or effectiveness of,
international coordination.  In the academic circle, the dominant view even today may be
that the quantitative effects of international macroeconomic policy coordination remain,
if any, marginal.
Under the present circumstance where economic activities, in particular financial
transactions, are internationally highly correlated, contagion effects of the crisis are very
substantial in its scale and velocity as compared with the previous era.  Major industrial
countries and the IMF have urgently dealt with the liquidity strain in financial markets
caused by the current crisis.  The policy response to the crisis also heightened the impor-
tance of coordination among national economic authorities and international organiza-
tions in order to achieve macro-prudential policies in a global perspective.
The IMF, which is engaged in macro-economic analysis and surveillance, needs to en-
hance its role in making international policy coordination.  For this, the IMF should com-
mit itself to continuous collaboration with other policy groups and institutions such as G-
7/G-20, the Bank for International Settlements and Financial Stability Board.  In addi-
tion, the IMF should continue restructuring itself to fit in the current changing environ-
ment.
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